Permission to Send Mass Email
(please print names except for signature at end)

I, ___________________________, parent/guardian of _____________________________,
understand and agree to the following.
I acknowledge that on the application form to MathPath we gave MathPath (henceforth
you) one or more email addresses in order to reach me, my spouse (if any) and my child
named above. In addition to personal emails to us about our individual application, you have
good reason to send mass emails before and during camp to many or all of the email
addresses you have obtained in this way. In addition, after business for this year’s camp is
completed, you intend to send occasional emails to alumni families, which you deem of
possible interest to them and to encourage continued involvement with MathPath, including
encouragement to participate in your yearly fundraising campaign.
I agree to this use to our email addresses in mass mailings, with the following conditions:
1) Our addresses will always be on a bcc (i.e., hidden) list unless we have agreed to share our
addresses with all recipients of the mailing (but see 4).
2) You will not give our email addresses to third parties unless we've already agreed to it.
3) All mass mailings sent to us on alumni business will end with the option to opt out, either
of fundraising emails or all emails.
4) item 1) notwithstanding, we understand that mistakes do happen and email programs
often require extra steps to use a list as bcc. If by accident MathPath fails to send a mass
mailing using bcc, I promise to help by deleting the email, with its visible list of recipients, as
soon as I have read it.
Finally, I understand that the most common times for MathPath to share email addresses
with a group of families is when thy are sharing contact information among MathPath
admits from the same area, and for the yearbook produced at the end of each year’s camp,
in which each student and staff has a page on which they can put their email address and
various social media tags. For the former, I agree to the default that no answer in 2 days
(when asked as part of the admission email) means I agree to share; and for the latter, I
understand that the yearbook is not made public by MathPath, but you cannot control how
MathPath families guard their copies, and that we remind the students to ask their parents
what contact information they may share, but we cannot guarantee that they did so.

___________________
Date

________________________
Signature of parent/guardian

Must be signed and submitted by May 31

